


MET is the acronym for Mala Educational
Trust established in 2001. The Trust consists
of eminent persons who include
Educationists, Doctors, Engineers, Lawyers
and Businessmen hailing from the district of
Thrissur, Kerala. MET'S Group of Institutions
covers a wide variety of professional courses
conducted by MET'S School of Engineering,
MET'S College of Advanced Studies, MET’S
Polytechnic College & MET’S College of
Vocational Studies. The purpose of running
such two professional Institutions is to bring
the benefits of technical education to the
rural population of Mala and its surrounding
areas 

in particular and to the State of Kerala, at
large. Built over a sprawling 28 acre lush
green land, the Campus has a built up area of
2½ lakhs square feet. The serene and
exquisite landscaping enhances the
conduciveness of the place to academic
pursuits and research activities. MET'S
Campus is an ideal blend of the rural and
urban features. The Campus is surrounded by
hills and valleys which abound in the lush
greenery of the woods resonating with
melodies of the chirping birds. The
Athirappilly Water Falls, Entertainment and
Amusement parks like "Dream World" and 

"Silver Storm", are only a few kilometers away
from the Campus. Access to the Campus is
easy by air, rail and road. Kochi International
Airport, Nedumbassery is at a distance of
around 20 km. Railway Station on either side,
Chalakkudy and Angamaly, make the place
easily accessible by train. NH47 and NH17 lie
equidistant from the campus. Thus, nestled
away from the cacophonic din of the urban
life, the Campus is having easy accessibility to
various towns and cities while maintaining the
proverbial via media or the golden mean
between urban luxury and rural serenity. 
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VISION

Be a Globally Recognized Institution
 in the field of Engineering Education 
and Research to Address Global
Challenges

MISSION

• Excel in Technical Education, Grounded
in Ethics and Critical Thinking to Solve

Real-life Problems
• Promote Research and Create Knowledge
for Human Welfare in Collaboration with the
Industry and Academia
• Nurture Entrepreneurial Ambition,
Industrial and Societal Connections by
Creating an Environment through which
Innovators and Leaders Emerge.



MET'S School of Engineering is a scholastic fraternity of those devotted to
the motto of perfection and service. It has become a poineering Institution
with great reputation for high quality education. We focus on the holistic
development of the students to realize their hidden potentials and thereby
to make the world a better place to live in. So build a right attitude to seek, 
 to strive and not to yield. As the Chairman of this College, I urge you to
amke the best possible use of all the facilities available here.I welcome all to
be a part of our team.

Dr. Shaju Antony Aynikkal, MD
Chairman, Mala Educational Trust (MET)

MET'S Group of Institutions, Mala
Mob: 9447518700, 9188400960

 To lead a happy and peaceful life, education involves building character, acquiring
knowledge, and improving skills for life-long learning. We believe that with hard
work, dedication, and a passion for learning, you can achieve anything you set your
mind to.
 In a highly networked global perspective, we empower our students with sound
knowledge, wisdom, passion for innovation, and the latest know-how in cutting-
edge technologies to experience and face the challenges of Industry 4.0. As a result
of the wonderful infrastructure and good learning environment at our college, all of
our students are able to enjoy their learning experience as much as possible.
 MET's Educational Family welcomes students from across the state to spend four
years learning and developing into knowledgeable Engineers for the future. Dr. Binu B Pillai  BE, M Tech, PhD

Principal, MET'S School of Engineering, Mala
Mob: 9188400952 , 9447593914

 



Best Practices &
Values

Deep faith in almighty
Priority to people
Achievement through team work
Openness to what is the best and the latest
Social relevence and commitment
Constant upgradation and innovation
Regular mentoring activities
Efficient parent teachers relationship Win-
win concepts
Active learning strategies



Biotechnology Engineering is an emerging field in Engineering that utilizes technology for the
advancements in Microbiology, Tissue Culture, Biochemistry etc. It opens wide opportunities for the
students to work in areas like Pharmaceutical, Bioinformatics, Bioprocessing Industries and Quality
Control Departments. This Engineering branch also moulds the students capable of becoming
entrepreneurs to start biotech industries. This B.Tech Programme covers highly trendy areas like
Microbiology, Biochemistry, Genetic Engineering and Particle Technology. METS have an efficient
"Centre for Biotechnology" along with Animal House and Tissue Culture Lab to execute the
academic and research ideas arising from Students and Staffs. 



Civil Engineering is one of the core Engineering disciplines which deals with the design, construction
and maintenance of the physical and naturally built environment such as Buildings, Roads, Bridges,
Dams, Airports etc. Civil Engineering activities takes place in the public sector from the local bodies
to the national level and in private sector from individual dwelling units to the projects with
international companies. Civil engineers are employed in various Government sectors such as
Railways, PWD, Water Authority CPWD, Border Roads Organization etc and also find excellent
career opportunities in the Private Sector both in India and abroad. In METS, the Civil engineering
Department comprises of well qualified and trained team of faculty members including persons with
vast industrial experience. In order to ensure high standards to students and to supplement their
theoretical knowledge, the department is having well equipped and modern laboratories with Total
Stations, Spectrophotometer, Water Quality Analyzer, UTM, CBR testing machine etc. METS have
the facility to certify the compressive strength of concrete, bricks etc for outside clients and to
conduct various water quality tests. 

CIVIL ENGINEERING (CE) 



M.Tech program in Cyber Security, under
the Department of computer science &
Engineeringg, aims at molding the student
into an information security professional.
Practicing industry professionals and
enterprise experts with all standards will 
benefit the nation by providing high
protection and security to Cyber World. 

M. Tech in Bioprocess Engineering is the advanced
course of B. Tech in Biotechnology. The course
embraces Metabolic Engineering, Advanced Genetic
Engineering, Advanced Enzyme Science, Bioprocess
Plant Design, Pharmaceutical Biotechnology, Membrane
Separation Technology etc. There are widespread career
openings especially in Pharmaceutical companies, Food
Processing Plants and Research Labs etc. Under
APJAKTU, METS is the only Campus which offers this
specialization under Biotechnology Department across
the State. 

CYBER SECURITY

BIOPROCESS ENGINEERING



Kuruvilassery P.O, Mala, Thrissur, Kerala - 680 732
Ph: 0482 2897337
admissions@mestsengg.ac.in, info@mestsengg.ac.in

For Admissions: 9072 55 0002,9188400951-960


